
B I N G O
John and/or 
Bobby’s 
Journal is used

A brother gets 
punched or 
tossed around 
by the MOTW

A death shown 
with mere 
blood splatter

We learn of 
Amelia’s story 
and why she 
was so hostile 
to Sam

Dean teases 
Sam about his 
hair

Brothers have 
a heart to 
heart

Any form of 
alcohol makes 
an appearance

Dean and the 
local PD butt 
heads

Research is 
done on a 
laptop

The Brothers 
have a heated 
discussion or 
argument

Dean makes a 
movie/tv 
reference

Brothers open/
drink a coffee

Kevin and or 
Crowley is 
referenced

Items are 
retrieved from 
the Impala

Internal 
organs are 
exposed and 
or eaten

The Brothers 
stay at a Motel

Brothers go 
undercover

Dean makes a 
sex joke

See guns/rifles 
get loaded 
with ammo

Blood is shed 
by one of the 
brothers

An Ancient 
language is 
translated

Flashbacks of 
Sam dealing 
with Dean’s 
disappearance 
is seen

Castiel is 
referenced or 
seen

A Winchester 
is seen 
shirtless! 
(Please let me 
be right. 
Please let me 
be right)
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movie/tv 
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